Taming of the Shrew
Scene Performance Evaluation

Name: ____________________________ Group Members names: ______________

1. Preparation: 
   • Was present and worked hard on every part of the planning
   • Was responsible and on time to class and meetings
   • Brought props or scripts or ideas to the group
   • Was ready and present on the performance day

2. Script 
   • Was clearly related to the original play and stayed true to the characters
   • Was clearly written and mechanically correct
   • Was creative and interesting
   • Made the scene shorter than the original version

3. Teamwork 
   • Worked together with the whole group
   • Showed up for all planning days and the performance day
   • Showed respect for all group members and did not try to dominate the group
   • Contributed ideas, time and energy into group organization and process

4. Final Performance 
   • Was clearly acted and interesting
   • Used props and/or costumes
   • Used the script minimally or showed some rehearsal of lines
   • Used blocking to show the story as well as tell it.
   • Was funny, creative, fun to watch

   Individual Grade: 
   __________

   Group Grade: 
   __________